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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a non-regenerative multi-
group multi-way relaying scenario in which each group consists
of multiple half-duplex nodes. Each node wants to share its
data with all other nodes within its group. The transmissions
are performed via an intermediate non-regenerative half-duplex
multi-antenna relay station, termed RS, which spatially separates
the different groups. In our proposal, all nodes simultaneously
transmit to RS during a common multiple access phase and RS
retransmits linearly processed versions of the received signals
back to the nodes during multiple broadcast (BC) phases.
We propose a novel transmit strategy which exploits analog
network coding (ANC) and efficiently combines spatial transceive
processing at RS with joint receive processing at each node
over multiple BC phases. A closed-form solution for an ANC
aware relay transceive filter is introduced and closed-form
solutions for the joint receive processing filters at the nodes
are presented. Furthermore, self-interference cancellation and
successive interference cancellation are exploited at the nodes
to improve the joint receive processing. By numerical results,
it is shown that the proposed transmit strategy significantly
outperforms existing multi-way strategies.

Index Terms—Multi-way relaying, non-regenerative relay,
analog network coding (ANC), minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE).

I. INTRODUCTION

RELAYING techniques are highly beneficial in wireless

communication systems to overcome shadowing effects,

to increase the communication range, to improve the energy

efficiency and to increase the achievable throughput [1]. Con-

sidering applications such as video conferences or multiplayer

gaming as well as emergency or sensor applications, usually

the data exchange between multiple nodes which belong to

a specific group is required. We consider the scenario that

each node of a group wants to share its data with all other

nodes within its group via an intermediate relay station. For

these multi-group multi-way (MGMW) relaying applications,

the relay station has to retransmit the received messages such
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that each node can decode the messages of all other nodes

within its group [2]. We focus on non-regenerative relaying

schemes to perform these retransmissions, i.e., the transfer

function of the relay is equivalent to a memoryless weighting

matrix that transforms the (baseband) waveform received at

the relay to the (baseband) waveform transmitted from the

relay [3].

Single-pair [4]–[13] and multi-pair [14]–[20] relaying sce-

narios are special cases of MGMW relaying where each group

consists only of N = 2 nodes. For bidirectional communica-

tions, the two-way relaying protocol was proposed in [7] to

overcome the duplexing loss of conventional one-way relaying

schemes [4]–[6]. The filter design for non-regenerative two-

way relaying, which enables bidirectional communications be-

tween two half-duplex single-antenna or multi-antenna nodes

via an intermediate half-duplex multi-antenna relay station,

has been investigated in [8]–[13] and references therein. In

[14]–[20], the two-way relaying protocol has been extended

to consider multiple pairs which simultaneously exchange in-

formation via an intermediate non-regenerative multi-antenna

relay station. Different relay transceive filter designs have

been proposed to exploit self-interference cancellation for bidi-

rectional pairwise communications of single-antenna nodes

in [14]–[18]. The authors of [19], [20] have proposed filter

designs to enable bidirectional pairwise communications of

multi-antenna nodes.

The more general MGMW relaying scenario with N ≥ 2
nodes per group has been introduced in [2], [21]. In [21],

the authors have focused on single-group multi-way relaying

with half-duplex nodes and a half-duplex relay station. In [1],

[2], the full-duplex multi-group multi-way relay channel has

been investigated and time division multiple access (TDMA)

has been applied to separate the communications of different

groups. Further works on MGMW relaying include [22]–[29].

In [22], [23], non-regenerative multi-way relaying via a half-

duplex multi-antenna relay station has been considered for

a single group scenario. In [23], different transmit strategies

have been investigated and in [22], random beamforming at

the relay station has been assumed and the desired signals

have been recovered by exploiting the temporal processing

capabilities at the nodes. In [24], a non-regenerative MGMW

relaying scenario has been investigated and different trans-

mit strategies and relay transceive filter designs have been

proposed to spatially separate different groups and to enable

the multi-way communications within each group. Different

schemes and approaches for regenerative MGMW relaying

have been considered in [25]–[29].

In this paper, we focus on non-regenerative MGMW relay-
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ing and we consider half-duplex single-antenna nodes and an

intermediate half-duplex multi-antenna relay station, termed

RS. To exchange the messages within each group of N nodes,

all nodes simultaneously transmit in one multiple access

(MAC) phase to RS and RS retransmits different linearly

processed versions of the received signals back to the nodes in

the subsequent N − 1 broadcast (BC) phases. Thus, N time

slots are required to perform the exchange of all messages

which is equal to the required number of time slots for per-

forming the data exchange by direct communications between

the nodes without using a relay station. Up to now, either the

optimization of the spatial processing at RS [23], [24] or of the

temporal processing at the nodes [22] has been investigated

because an efficient combination of both approaches is not

straightforward. To enable an efficient combination, network

coding [30] can be exploited and due to focusing on non-

regenerative relaying, we propose to exploit analog network

coding (ANC) [31].

We propose a new transmit strategy and a novel relay

transceive filter design to perform the retransmissions at RS

during the BC phases. The proposed transmit strategy exploits

ANC and efficiently combines the spatial processing at RS

with joint temporal receive processing at the nodes. By ANC,

we mean that instead of spatially separating the received sig-

nals at RS as considered in [23], [24], we propose to retransmit

different linear combinations of the received signals in each

BC phase. Afterwards, the individual signals are recovered at

the nodes by exploiting the temporal processing capabilities

and by subtracting self-interferences. To increase the temporal

processing gain at the nodes, we propose to specifically change

the linear combinations of the retransmitted signals at RS to

reduce the linear dependencies. Furthermore, by the novel

relay transceive filter design, we take into account that no

power should be wasted at RS neither for retransmitting

interfering signals nor for suppressing interferences which can

be canceled at the nodes.

In detail, we propose that the spatial processing at RS is

based on considering a unicast (UC) signal per group which

is desired at one node and a multicast (MC) signal per group

which is desired at the remaining nodes of the corresponding

group in each BC phase similar to the hybrid uni-/multicasting

transmit strategy of [24]. However, in contrast to [24], the UC

and the MC signal of each group are spatially superimposed

due to exploiting ANC. Thus, we do not waste power at RS

for spatially separating these signals because these signals can

be separated by utilizing the temporal processing capabilities

at the nodes. Furthermore, to increase the temporal processing

gain at the nodes whilst utilizing the spatial processing capa-

bilities at RS efficiently, we propose that the retransmission

of one signal per group is suppressed in each BC phase.

Additionally, to increase the receive power of the desired

signals, the power which is wasted at RS for retransmitting

interfering signals and for suppressing interferences which can

be canceled at the nodes is minimized by the proposed relay

transceive filter. Similar to [22], we apply minimum mean-

squared error (MMSE) based receive filters to perform joint

receive processing at the nodes over all BC phases and we

perform successive interference cancellation (SIC). However,

in contrast to [22], we do not apply random beamforming

at RS. We propose an approach to efficiently design the

relay transceive filter and to exploit the spatial processing

capabilities at RS. The selection of the UC, the MC and the

suppressed signal in each BC phase influences the achievable

data rates. Thus, we propose a low-complexity approach to

perform a proper selection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II, the system model for MGMW relaying is presented.

In Section III, the proposed transmit strategy is introduced.

The proposed ANC aware relay transceive filter design is

presented in Section IV. Joint temporal processing at the nodes

and the corresponding MMSE-SIC filter design are presented

in Section V. A low-complexity approach to perform the

selection of the UC, the MC and the suppressed signals is

presented in Section VI. For simplicity of the notations, a

single multi-way group is considered in Sections III-VI and the

extension to consider multiple multi-way groups is presented

in Section VII. Numerical results in Section VIII confirm the

analytical investigations and Section IX concludes the paper.

Notations: The operators tr(·), diag[·], ⊗ denote the sum of

the main diagonal elements of a matrix, the construction of a

diagonal matrix with the elements contained in the vector and

the Kronecker product of matrices, respectively. The operator

ℜ[·] denotes the real part of a scalar and E[·] denotes the

expectation over the random variables within the brackets. The

operators |·|, ||·||2, ||·||F denote the norm of a complex number,

the Euclidean norm of a complex vector and the Frobenius

norm of a complex matrix, respectively. The vectorization

operator vec(Z) stacks the columns of matrix Z into a vector.

The operator vec−1
M,N (·) is the revision of the operator vec(·),

i.e., a vector of length MN is sequentially divided into N
smaller vectors of length M which are combined to a matrix

with M rows and N columns. Furthermore, IM denotes an

identity matrix of size M .

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, a multi-group multi-way relaying scenario

as shown in Fig. 1 is considered. The scenario consists

of multiple single-antenna nodes and a multi-antenna relay

station RS which is equipped with L antennas. Each node has

to exchange a message with all other nodes within its group.

These multi-way communications are performed via a single

subcarrier and, in general, G ≥ 1 groups and N ≥ 2 nodes

per group are considered. Thus, the total number of nodes is

given by K = G ·N .

The variable Sk, k = 1, 2, ...,K , is used to label the nodes.

The maximum transmit power at each node and at the relay

station RS is PMS and PRS, respectively. All transmitted

signals are assumed to be statistically independent and the

noises at RS and at the nodes are assumed to be independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variances σ2
n,RS and σ2

n,

respectively.

The system equations for the proposed scheme are presented

in the equivalent baseband. The transmit signal of Sk is given

by sk ∈ C
1×1 with E[sks

H
k ] = PMS and N time slots are

required to perform the information exchange between all

nodes within the same group. The channel hk ∈ CL×1 from
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Fig. 1. Multi-group multi-way relaying scenario with G = 2 groups and
N = 3 nodes per group. The multi-antenna relay station RS enables both
groups to simultaneously exchange information.

node Sk to RS is assumed to be constant during these N
time slots and channel reciprocity is assumed. Such quasi-

static channel model has been widely used in two-way and

in multi-way relay communications [8], [9], [11]–[13], [15],

[16], [22]–[24].

In the first time slot t = 1, all nodes simultaneously

transmit to RS and the superposition of these transmit signals

is received at RS. We refer to this time slot as MAC phase

and it is a common assumption in multi-way relaying [22]–

[24] that the received signals at RS are synchronized. Thus,

the received signal at RS can be written as

yRS =
K∑

k=1

hksk + nRS, (1)

where nRS ∈ CL×1 represents the complex white Gaussian

noise vector at RS.

In the N − 1 subsequent time slots, RS retransmits differ-

ent linearly processed versions of the superimposed received

signals back to the nodes and we refer to these time slots

as BC phases. In time slots t = 2, 3, ..., N , the received

signal yRS is linearly processed at RS using the transceive

filter matrices Gt ∈ CL×L which are derived in Section IV.

Thus, the received signal yk,t ∈ C1×1 using the receive filter

coefficient dk,t ∈ C
1×1 at node Sk in time slot t is given by

yk,t = dk,t(h
T
kGtyRS + nk,t), (2)

where nk,t ∈ C1×1 represents the complex white Gaussian

noise at Sk in the tth time slot.

In the remainder of this section and in Sections III-VI, we

focus on a single group scenario, i.e., G = 1, to simplify the

notations. The extension to a multi-group scenario is presented

in Section VII.

In the following, the system equations are extended to

enable the consideration of joint receive processing with SIC at

the nodes. Let us define a vector ak,l ∈ C
(N−1)×1 to describe

the channel coefficients for the transmission from Sl to Sk in

the N − 1 BC phases as

ak,l = (dk,2h
T
kG2hl, dk,3h

T
kG3hl, ..., dk,NhT

kGNhl)
T. (3)

Furthermore, let Wk ∈ C(N−1)×(N−1) be a matrix to perform

joint linear receive processing at Sk and nov,k ∈ C(N−1)×1

be the overall noise vector for reception at Sk given by

nov,k = (dk,2nov,k,2, dk,3nov,k,3, ..., dk,Nnov,k,N )T, (4)

with nov,k,t = hT
kGtnRS + nk,t. Now, we can write the

received signals at Sk after joint linear processing over the

N − 1 BC phases as

yk = Wk(ak,1, ak,2, ..., ak,N ) · (s1, s2, ..., sN )T +Wknov,k.
(5)

Remark: To decouple the temporal and the spatial processing

for the relay transceive filter design in Section IV, the receive

filter coefficients dk,t and the receive processing matrix Wk

are designed separately. In particular, Wk depends on the relay

transceive filter design, while the receive filter coefficients dk,t
do not, as shown later.

To compute the relay transceive filter and to perform self-

interference cancellation and SIC, channel state information

(CSI) is required at RS and at the nodes. The required CSI can

be obtained through channel training and estimation [32]–[36].

In this paper, it is assumed that RS has perfect knowledge of

the channel coefficients in hk to compute the relay transceive

filter. Furthermore, it is assumed that each node Sk perfectly

cancels the back-propagated self-interferences ySI,k = ak,ksk.

To perfectly cancel the back-propagated self-interferences

ySI,k, it is assumed that each node has perfect knowledge

of the corresponding channel coefficients gk,k,t = hT
kGthk,

t = 2, 3, ..., N describing the overall channels. Additionally, it

is assumed that the nodes can perform perfect SIC to reduce

the interferences through stream-wise decoding. To perform

SIC, the channel coefficients gk,l,t = hT
kGthl, ∀l �= k, are

assumed to be perfectly known at each node and perfect

cancellation is assumed.
To estimate the transmit signal of Sl at Sk, the lth row vector

wk,l of Wk is used which corresponds to the joint receive

processing vector for estimating this signal. The computation

of the vector wk,l is presented in Section V. To consider SIC,

let Nk,l be a subset which contains the indices of the nodes

whose transmit signals are already decoded at Sk and let this

subset include the index k to consider perfect self-interference

cancellation. Now, the expected signal, interference and noise

powers when estimating the transmit signal of Sl at Sk can be

written as

PS,k,l = PMS|wk,lak,l|
2, (6)

PI,k,l = PMS

N∑

j=1,j /∈Nk,l

|wk,lak,j |
2, (7)

PN,k,l = E[wk,lnov,kn
H
ov,kw

H
k,l], (8)

respectively. Thus, for decoding the first transmit signal, all

other transmit signals are considered as interferences and for

decoding the last transmit signal, all these interferences are

canceled in advance.
For performance comparison, the maximum achievable sum

rate of multi-way relaying, cf. [23], [24], is considered and

the corresponding equations are presented in the following.

Assuming that Gaussian codebooks are used for each signal,

the maximum achievable data rate from Sl to Sk is given by

Ck,l =
1

N
log2(1 + PS,k,l(PI,k,l + PN,k,l)

−1), (9)
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where N is the number of required time slots to perform all

multi-way transmissions. The maximum achievable multi-way

rate for the transmit signal of Sl is determined by the minimum

over all achievable rates from Sl to any other node within the

same group. Thus, it is given by

Cl,max = (N − 1) · min
∀k∈Nl,k �=l

Ck,l, (10)

where Nl contains the indices of all nodes within the group

of Sl. The achievable sum rate of the multi-way relay system

is given by

Csum =

K∑

l=1

Cl,max. (11)

III. SUPERIMPOSED UNI-/MULTICASTING TRANSMIT

STRATEGY

In this section, we propose a superimposed uni-/multicasting

transmit strategy, termed S-UC/MC, which is designed to

perform all transmissions in one MAC and N − 1 BC phases.

Accordingly, only N time slots are required to perform the

exchange of all messages which is equal to the required

number of time slots for performing the data exchange by

direct communications between the nodes without using a

relay station. The proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy ex-

ploits ANC and efficiently combines the spatial processing

capabilities at RS and the temporal processing capabilities at

the nodes.

To exchange all messages in N−1 BC phases, different lin-

ear combinations of the transmitted signals have to be received

at each node in each BC phase. The proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy is based on retransmitting spatially processed

linear combinations of all received signals such that the spatial

processing capabilities at RS are utilized efficiently and the

temporal processing capabilities at the nodes can be exploited.

Using yRS of (1), the retransmitted linear combination in time

slot t is given by GtyRS and to describe the proposed spatial

processing at RS, we consider four different signal categories

which are introduced in the following.

First, we consider desired signals at the nodes in each BC

phase similar to the transmit strategies presented in [23], [24].

We propose that the transmit signal smt
, termed MC signal,

is desired at all nodes Sk, k �= mt, where mt is the index

of the MC signal in time slot t. This MC signal changes in

each BC phase and the indices of the different MC signals

are contained in the vector m = (m2, ...,mN ). Additionally,

we propose that the transmit signal su, termed UC signal, is

desired at node Smt
, u �= mt∀t = 2, ..., N , where u is the

index of the unicast signal. The UC signal is the same in all

BC phases. To summarize, the desired signal at node Sk in

time slot t is given by sl with

l =

{
mt if k �= mt,
u if k = mt.

(12)

Due to changing the MC signal in each BC phase, every

transmit signal sl, l �= k, is desired at Sk in one of the BC

phases. Using this approach, we can focus the relay transmit

power on as few signals as possible because only one MC and

one UC signal are desired at all nodes in each BC phase. For

the retransmission of the desired signals, we propose to exploit

ANC. By ANC, we mean that instead of spatially separating

both desired signals as considered in [23], [24], we propose to

spatially superimpose the desired UC and MC signals in each

BC phase and to recover the individual signals by utilizing the

temporal processing capabilities at the nodes.

Secondly, a suppressed signal is considered in each BC

phase which has to be spatially separated from the desired

signals. The consideration of a suppressed signal increases

the temporal processing gain at the nodes in case of N > 2
because it reduces the linear dependencies between the retrans-

mitted signals of the different BC phases. Suppressing more

than one signal or all remaining signals as considered in [23],

[24] is not beneficial because it would reduce the temporal

processing gain and would require more antennas at RS for

spatially separating desired and suppressed signals. Thus, we

propose that only one signal sot is suppressed in each BC

phase, where ot is the index of the suppressed signal in time

slot t. The suppressed signal changes in each time slot and the

indices of the suppressed signals are contained in the vector

o = (o2, ..., oN ), u �= ot �= mt∀t = 2, ..., N . For suppressing

the signal sot , we propose an MMSE based separation which

considers the noise at RS as described in detail in Section IV.

Thirdly, self-interference signals (SISs) are considered. For

the spatial processing at RS, sk is considered as SIS at

node Sk in time slot t if k �= ot. SISs can be canceled

at the nodes before performing temporal receive processing

and SIC. Thus, no power should be wasted at RS neither for

retransmitting SISs nor for spatially separating SISs from the

desired signals. Based on this, we propose to consider SISs

with respect to the power constraint at RS. Thus, spatially

processed linear combinations of the desired signals and the

SISs are retransmitted by RS in each BC phase whereas these

signals are spatially separated in [23], [24].

Fourthly, the remaining signals (RMSs) at the nodes are

considered. The signal sl is considered as RMS at node Sk in

time slot t if

{l} ∩ {mt, k, ot} = ∅ for k �= mt, (13a)

{l} ∩ {u, k, ot} = ∅ for k = mt. (13b)

Due to considering joint temporal receive processing over all

BC phases at the nodes, the RMSs can be used to improve the

overall performance because each RMS in one BC phase is a

desired signal in another BC phase. Based on this, we propose

that RMSs are treated in the same way as SISs for the spatial

processing at RS. However, RMSs are not known at the nodes

and thus, cannot be canceled before performing temporal

receive processing. Therefore, the interferences caused by

RMSs have to be reduced or canceled at the nodes when

estimating a desired signal by performing temporal receive

processing and SIC. The proposed approach exploits ANC

and instead of spatially separating the RMSs from the desired

signals as considered in [23], [24], spatially processed linear

combinations of these signals are retransmitted by RS in each

BC phase.

Considering the introduced signal categories, we propose

that the spatial processing at RS should minimize the mean-

squared error (MSE) for the transmission of the desired signals
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TABLE I
PROPOSED S-UC/MC TRANSMIT STRATEGY FOR A MULTI-WAY GROUP OF

N = 4 NODES, u = 1, m = (2, 3, 4), o = (3, 4, 2).

signals at S1 signals at S2 signals at S3 signals at S4
t s2 s3 s4 s1 s3 s4 s2 s1 s4 s2 s3 s1
2 m o ∗ u o ∗ m ∗ ∗ m o ∗
3 ∗ m o ∗ m o ∗ u o ∗ m ∗
4 o ∗ m ∗ ∗ m o ∗ m o ∗ u

in time slot t given by

min
Gt

E

[
K∑

l=1

|sk − ŝk,l|
2

]
, k =

{
mt if l �= mt,
u if l = mt,

(14a)

s.t.

K∑

k=1

||Gthk||
2
2PMS + ||Gt||

2
Fσ

2
n,RS ≤ PRS, (14b)

where ŝk,l is the estimate of sk at node Sl assuming that the

SISs and the RMSs can be perfectly canceled at the nodes

due to exploiting the temporal processing capabilities. Thus,

ŝk,l only contains the desired signal, the suppressed signal and

noise and it is given by

ŝk,l =dl,th
T
l Gt (hksk + hotsot + nRS) + dl,tnl,t. (15)

An intuitive explanation of the proposed spatial processing at

RS with respect to the introduced signal categories can be

given as follows. Considering (14a), the MSE for the trans-

mission of the desired signals is minimized. In the estimate

of each desired signal (15), the impact of the suppressed

signal sot is considered, and thus, the retransmission of sot is

suppressed at RS to minimize (14a). The SISs and the RMSs

are not considered in the estimate of each desired signal (15)

because it is assumed that these signals can be suppressed or

canceled by utilizing the temporal processing capabilities at

the nodes. However, the SISs and the RMSs are considered in

the power constraint at RS (14b). Thus, no power is wasted

at RS with respect to minimizing the MSE (14a) neither for

retransmitting SISs and RMSs nor for spatially separating SISs

and RMSs from the desired signals.

An exemplary overview of the proposed S-UC/MC transmit

strategy is given in Table I for a scenario consisting of

N = 4 nodes. At node Sk, the signal sk is self-interference.

Thus, it is not shown in Table I because it can be perfectly

canceled before performing temporal receive processing. In

this example, the UC signal s1 is desired at node St in time

slot t which is marked by u in the table. Furthermore, the MC

signal smt
is desired at the remaining nodes in each time slot

which is marked by m in the table. Additionally, the signal

sot is considered as suppressed signal at each node in time

slot t. The suppressed signal is marked by o in the table. The

RMSs which are only considered with respect to the power

constraint at RS in each BC phase are marked by ∗. The

individual signals are recovered at the nodes by performing

joint temporal receive processing over the received signals of

all BC phases as described in Section V.

Spatially superimposing the desired signals su and smt
and

considering that only sot has to be spatially separated from

these desired signals in each BC phase reduces the required

number L of antennas at RS compared to approaches which

do not exploit ANC and require the spatial separation of

MAC-phase: nodes transmit to RS

Selection of UC, MC and suppressed signals

ANC aware transceive filter design at RS

N − 1 BC-phases: RS transmits to nodes

Joint receive processing at nodes

at RS

Fig. 2. Overview of one cycle of the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy.

all signals. The proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy only

requires one spatial dimension at RS to retransmit the desired

signals. In case of N > 2, one additional spatial dimension

is required to spatially separate sot from the desired signals

in each BC phase. Thus, the required number of antennas at

RS is given by L = 1 for N = 2 and by L = 2 for N > 2.

If more than the required number of antennas are available at

RS, the proposed relay transceive filter of Section IV utilizes

these antennas to minimize the MSE (14a).

To provide a general overview, one cycle of the proposed

S-UC/MC transmit strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the MAC

phase, all nodes simultaneously transmit to RS. Afterwards,

the processing at RS is performed in three steps. First, RS

performs a selection of the UC, the MC and the suppressed

signals for the different BC phases. An approach to perform

an efficient selection of these signals is presented in Section

VI. Secondly, the ANC aware relay transceive filters for the

different BC phases are computed based on the preselected

signals as presented in Section IV. Thirdly, RS retransmits the

received signals to the nodes in N − 1 different BC phases

after linearly processing these signals with the corresponding

relay transceive filter for each BC phase. Finally, each node

performs joint receive processing over the received signals

during the BC phases to estimate all desired signals as

described in Section V.

IV. ANC AWARE TRANSCEIVE FILTER DESIGN AT RS

In this section, we propose an ANC aware relay transceive

filter design for the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy, cf.

Fig. 2. For given receive filters at the nodes, the MMSE

problem (14) is convex and an analytical relay transceive filter

solution can be derived. However, this requires that the receive

filters at the nodes are known in advance. In the following,

we propose an approach to compute the receive filters at the

nodes independent of the relay transceive filter. Afterwards,

we present the derivation for the proposed ANC aware relay

transceive filter design considering the received noise powers

at the nodes.

For a single antenna node as assumed in this paper, the re-

ceive filter is just a single coefficient which rotates and weights

the receive signal. Considering the proposed S-UC/MC strat-

egy, a MC signal is retransmitted to N − 1 different nodes
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in each BC phase. If the relay transceive filter has to cope

with N − 1 different channel rotations for retransmitting this

MC signal, the performance is reduced. Thus, it is important

for the nodes which receive the MC signal to reverse these

channel rotations and we propose to calculate the receive

filter coefficient at each node Sk in time slot t according to

dk,t = (hT
k hl)

H/|hT
khl|, where l = mt if k �= mt and l = u

if k = mt. This is the matched filter coefficient for the overall

channel of the desired signal assuming an identity matrix for

the processing at RS. These receive filters decouple the spatial

processing at RS and the temporal processing at the nodes.

If we now design the relay transceive filter Gt to minimize

(14), the solution for Gt does not consider the noise powers

at the nodes. However, the noise powers at the nodes should

be considered with respect to the power constraint at RS to

increase the achievable data rates. To achieve this, we propose

to consider an additional receive coefficient αt at all nodes and

to solve the joint optimization problem of αt and Gt as it is

considered for multiple-input multiple-output Tx filter design

in [37], [38].

Thus, the joint optimization problem for the ANC aware

relay transceive filter Gt and the receive coefficient αt with

respect to the transmit power constraint at RS in time slot t
is given by

{αt,Gt} = argmin
αt,Gt

E

[
K∑

l=1

|sk − αtŝk,l|
2

]
, (16a)

s.t.
K∑

l=1

||Gthl||
2
2PMS + ||Gt||

2
Fσ

2
n,RS ≤ PRS, (16b)

where k = mt if l �= mt or k = u if l = mt is the index of

the desired MC or UC signal at Sl in time slot t, respectively.

Thus, the MSE for the transmission from Sk to Sl in time

slot t is given by

E
[
|sk − αtŝk,l|

2
]

= PMS − 2ℜ
[
αtdl,th

T
l GthkPMS

]

+ |αt|
2|dl,t|

2hT
l GthkPMSh

H
k G

H
t h

∗
l

+ |αt|
2|dl,t|

2hT
l GthotPMSh

H
otG

H
t h

∗
l

+ |αt|
2|dl,t|

2σ2
n,RSh

T
l GtG

H
t h

∗
l + σ2

n|αt|
2|dl,t|

2, (17)

where k is again the index of the desired signal at Sl in time

slot t. The objective function (16a) is non-convex since Gt and

αt appear jointly in third-order degree or higher. However, αt

can be assumed to be positive real-valued and the MSE of (17)

as well as the constraint (16b) are convex with respect to Gt.

Thus, a unique solution for problem (16a) can be obtained by

using Lagrangian optimization. Let matrices Υ(k) and Υ be

given by

Υ(k) = PMShkh
H
k , (18a)

Υ =

K∑

k=1

PMShkh
H
k + σ2

n,RSIL. (18b)

Using matrix Υ of (18b) in (16a) and considering the power

constraint (16b), the Lagrangian function with the Lagrangian

multiplier η results in

L (Gt, αt, η) =
K
∑

l=1

F (Gt, αt, t, l)− η
(

tr
(

GtΥG
H
t

)

− PRS

)

,

(19)

where F (Gt, αt, t, l) = E
[
|sk − αtŝk,l|2

]
of (17). From the

Lagrangian function, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-

ditions can be derived and η can be computed, which is

presented in the Appendix. To solve the optimization problem

based on the predefined receive filters at the nodes, we define

the matrix Kt based on the first KKT condition (33a) as

Kt =
K∑

l=1

[
Υ(k)T ⊗

(
h∗
l h

T
l

)
+Υ(ot)

T

⊗
(
h∗
l h

T
l

)]

+
K∑

l=1

[
σ2
n,RSIL ⊗

(
h∗
l h

T
l

)]
+ΥT ⊗

Kσ2
n

PRS
IL. (20)

Taking into account that αt is positive real-valued and using

(20), (33) and (39), the ANC aware relay transceive filter

which solves problem (16) is given by

Gt =
1

αt
· vec−1

L,L

(
K−1

t vec

(
K∑

l=1

PMSh
∗
l d

∗
l,th

H
k

))
, (21)

where k is again the index of the desired signal at Sl in time

slot t and

αt =

√√√√ tr
(
G̃tΥG̃H

t

)

PRS
, (22)

with the auxiliary matrix G̃t given by

G̃t = vec−1
L,L

(
K−1

t vec

(
K∑

l=1

PMSh
∗
l d

∗
l,th

H
k

))
. (23)

Thus, we have obtained an analytical MMSE solution for the

ANC aware relay transceive filter which is optimized regarding

our proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy.

V. JOINT RECEIVE PROCESSING BY APPLYING

MMSE-SIC FILTERING AT NODES

In this section, we present the concept of joint receive

processing over the N − 1 BC phases with SIC at the nodes

for the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy, cf. Fig. 2. In

[22], joint receive processing has been investigated for random

relay transceive filter design. In the following, we discuss the

concept of SIC and introduce an approach to determine a

UC/MC decoding order for the proposed S-UC/MC transmit

strategy. Afterwards, we present the receive filter design at

the nodes for joint receive processing over all BC phases by

utilizing SIC.

A. SIC Decoding Order

SIC is applied at the nodes, i.e., when decoding the first

transmit signal, all other transmit signals are considered as

interference and when decoding the last transmit signal,

all these interferences are canceled in advance. We assume

that the decoding order for each node Sk is defined as

qk = (qk,1, ..., qk,N−1), where qk,1 is the index of the node
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whose transmit signal is decoded first and qk,N−1 is the

index of the node whose transmit signal is decoded last. To

achieve high sum rates, the optimization of the decoding order

is important. In this section, we propose a suboptimal low-

complexity approach to obtain a UC/MC decoding order for

the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy.
The average receive power at the nodes of the UC signal is

higher than that of any MC signal over all BC phases because

the UC signal is never suppressed at RS. Furthermore, the

UC signal interferes with every MC signal because it is either

considered as desired signal, as SIS or as RMS for the spatial

processing at RS. Thus, we propose to decode the UC signal

first at the nodes Sk, i.e., qk,1 = u ∀k �= u. The different

MC signals are received equally strong on average. To define

the decoding order for these signals, we consider that the

maximum achievable multi-way rate for the transmit signal

of Sl is determined by the minimum over all achievable rates

from Sl to any other node (10). Thus, we propose that the

decoding order of the MC signals should be equal at all nodes

because the signal to interference ratio increases on average in

each decoding step which increases the achievable data rates.

To achieve this, the MC signals can be decoded in decreasing

order of the respective indices of the transmitting nodes. In

summary, the decoding order for nodes Sk, k �= u, is

qk = (u, i, j, ..., l), (24)

where N ≥ i > j > l ≥ 1, {i, j, ..., l} ∩ {k, u} = ∅ describe

the indices of the nodes in decreasing order excluding k and

u. For node Su, the decoding order is

qug
= (i, j, ..., l), (25)

where N ≥ i > j > l ≥ 1, {i, j, ..., l} ∩ {u} = ∅.

B. Joint Receive Processing at Nodes

After defining the decoding order by considering the pro-

posed S-UC/MC transmit strategy, the joint processing matrix

Wk of (5) has to be determined for Sk. To determine Wk,

we apply an MMSE based filter design as considered in [22].

For this filter design, perfect self-interference cancellation and

perfect SIC are assumed. Considering the decoding order qk

at Sk, we can rewrite (5) using (3) as

yk = Wk(ak,qk,N−1
, ..., ak,qk,1

) · (sqk,N−1
, ..., sqk,1

)T

+Wknov,k, (26)

where Wk = (wT
k,qk,N−1

, ...,wT
k,qk,1

)T. To compute Wk

based on an MMSE design considering SIC, we introduce

the matrix

Ak,l = (ak,qk,N−1
, ..., ak,qk,l

), l = 1, 2, ..., N − 1, (27)

with ak,qk,l
of (3) and where l is an index for the decoding

step. Using matrix Ak,l of (27), the MMSE filter for jointly

estimating the signal transmitted by Sqk,l
at Sk over the N−1

BC phases is given by

wk,qk,l
= PMSa

H
k,qk,l

(PMSAk,lA
H
k,l + σ2

nIN−1 +NRS,k)
−1,

(28)

where NRS,k = diag(||hT
kG2||22σ

2
n,RS, ..., ||h

T
kGN ||22σ

2
n,RS)

and where the interferences of all signals which are decoded in

previous decoding steps are assumed to be perfectly canceled

by applying SIC.

VI. SELECTION OF UC, MC AND SUPPRESSED SIGNALS

In this section, we present an approach for the selection of

the UC, the MC and the suppressed signals for the proposed

S-UC/MC transmit strategy, cf. Fig. 2. The selection of the

UC signal su has an impact on the achievable data rates.

Furthermore, the selection of the MC signal smt
with respect

to the selection of the signal sot which has to be suppressed

in time slot t influences the achievable MSE of (14) and thus,

influences the achievable data rates. Thus, we introduce an

approach to determine the index u of the signal which should

be unicasted and an approach to obtain a suitable sorting of m

and o which contain the indices of the signals which should

be multicasted and suppressed, respectively.

A. Selection of UC signal

To determine the UC signal su which has to be selected

to achieve the highest sum rate, an exhaustive search over the

signals transmitted by all nodes within the group has to be per-

formed. However, this increases the computational complexity.

Thus, we introduce a suboptimal approach which is based on

the cross-correlations between the different channels hk over

which the signals sk are transmitted from the nodes to RS.

The intention of the suboptimal approach is to select a UC

signal which is transmitted over a channel which is highly

correlated with all other channels because the UC signal is

either considered as desired signal, as SIS or as RMS for the

relay transceive filter design. The sum of the cross-correlations

between the channel hk and all other channels is given by

ck =
N∑

l=1

|hH
k hl|2

hH
k hkh

H
l hl

. (29)

Thus, we propose to determine the index u of the UC signal

according to u = argmax
k

ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ N .

B. Selection of MC and suppressed signals

To achieve a low MSE for the MC signal, cf. (14), the

correlation between the channel hmt
over which the MC

signal is transmitted from Smt
to RS and the channel hot

over which the suppressed signal sot is transmitted from Sot
to RS should be as low as possible in each BC phase. Without

loss of generality, we propose to keep the sorting of o fixed

and to change the sorting of m to achieve low correlations.

Thus, the optimization of m can be described as

m = argmin
m

N∑

t=2

|hH
mt

hot |
2

hH
mt

hmt
hH
othot

. (30)

To obtain the optimal sorting of m is a combinatorial problem.

Thus, we propose a stepwise low-complexity algorithm as

presented in Table II to obtain a suitable sorting of m for

the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy.
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TABLE II
ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN A SUITABLE SORTING OF m

1) Define a set NMC which contains all indices of m.
2) For t = 2 to t = N :

Set mt = argmin
oj

|hH

oj
hot

|2

hH
oj

hoj
hH
ot

hot

, oj ∈ NMC,

j = 2, 3, ...,N .
Remove mt from the set NMC.

3) If mN = oN , perform a reallocation for mN :

Search for a = argmin
mj

|hH

mj
hoN

|2

hH
mj

hmj
hH
oN

hoN

, j = 2, 3, ...,N .

Set mj = mN and mN = a.

VII. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE MULTI-WAY GROUPS

Up to now, we have focused on single-group multi-way

relaying. In this section, we describe how the proposed

S-UC/MC transmit strategy can be extended to consider mul-

tiple groups.

Considering multiple groups, inter-group interferences have

to be considered. We propose to apply the S-UC/MC transmit

strategy separately to each group and to suppress inter-group

interferences by utilizing the spatial processing capabilities at

RS. Thus, the relay transceive filter has to be modified to

suppress inter-group interferences. The derivation of the relay

transceive filter is similar to the derivation in Section IV and

only the solution for Kt changes as follows:

Kt =

K∑

l=1

[
Υ(k)T ⊗

(
h∗
l h

T
l

)
+Υ(og,t)

T

⊗
(
h∗
l h

T
l

)]

+

K∑

l=1

[
σ2
n,RSIL ⊗

(
h∗
l h

T
l

)]
+ΥT ⊗

Kσ2
n

PRS
IL

+

K∑

l=1

K∑

j=1,j �=Nk

[
Υ(j)T ⊗

(
h∗
l h

T
l

)]
, (31)

where Nk contains the indices of all nodes within the group

of Sk including the index k itself. Thus, the ANC aware relay

transceive filter for multiple groups using Kt of (31) is given

by

Gt =
1

αt
· vec−1

L,L

(
K−1

t vec

(
K∑

l=1

PMSh
∗
l d

∗
l,th

H
k

))
, (32)

where k is the index of the desired signal at Sl in time slot t
and where αt is defined as given in (22).

The MMSE-SIC filter design of Section V and the selection

of the UC and MC signals presented in Section VI are

applied separately to each group without considering inter-

group interferences. Thus, to extend the proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy to consider multiple groups, only the relay

transceive filter has to be modified as described above.

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we investigate the performance of the

proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy for multi-way relaying

through numerical simulations. We assume all channels to

be i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels with zero-mean and unit

variance and all noises to be i.i.d. complex circularly sym-

metric Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ2
RS = σ2

n. All

simulation results are averaged over 1000 independent channel

realizations. In the simulations, we set the maximum transmit

power at RS to be equal to the maximum transmit power at

each node, i.e., PRS = PMS. The ratio between the maximum

transmit power PMS at the nodes and the noise level σ2
n is

termed average receive SNR at RS.

For comparison, the following approaches are considered

which have a similar complexity as the proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy:

• U/MC:ZF [24]: hybrid uni-/multicasting transmit strategy

of [24] considering a zero-forcing (ZF) filter at RS,

• U/MC:MMSE [24]: hybrid uni-/multicasting transmit

strategy of [24] considering an MMSE filter at RS,

• MMSE-SIC [22]: joint receive processing approach of

[22] considering random beamforming at RS,

• U/MC:MMSE-SIC [22+24]: straightforward combination

of the hybrid uni-/multicasting transmit strategy of [24]

considering an MMSE filter at RS and the joint receive

processing approach of [22] at the nodes,

• S-UC/MC:UC/MC-opt.: proposed S-UC/MC transmit

strategy with optimal selection of the UC and MC signals

obtained by an exhaustive search,

• S-UC/MC:UC/MC-random: proposed S-UC/MC transmit

strategy with random selection of the UC and MC signals.

A. Single-Group Multi-Way Scenario

Fig. 3 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the

number L of antennas at RS for a scenario consisting of

G = 1 group with N = 4 single antenna nodes. For these

simulations, we set PMS to be 15dB above the noise level σ2
n,

i.e. the average receive SNR at RS is 15dB. For this scenario,

the approaches which are based on the proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy outperform all other approaches because the

proposed transmit strategy efficiently combines ANC aware

spatial processing at RS and joint temporal receive processing

at the nodes. Considering the proposed transmit strategy, the

relative performance gap between an optimal and a random

selection of the UC and MC signals is approximately 13% for

L = 3 and decreases for an increasing number of antennas

at RS, e.g., the gap is approximately 9% for L = 4 and 7%
for L = 5. Considering a selection of the UC and MC signals

as proposed in Section VI, the proposed S-UC/MC transmit

strategy performs in between S-UC/MC:UC/MC-random and

S-UC/MC:UC/MC-opt.. To spatially separate the received sig-

nals at RS, L ≥ N antennas are required. Thus, U/MC:ZF [24]

starts from L = 4 antennas. For U/MC:MMSE [24], a solution

can be obtained for all L due to an MMSE based separation of

the signals. The performance gain of the proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy compared to U/MC:MMSE [24] increases

for a decreasing number of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain

is approximately 23% for L = 5 and 63% for L = 3
because the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy exploits the

temporal processing capabilities at the nodes. The performance

gain of the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy compared

to MMSE-SIC [22] increases for an increasing number of

antennas at RS, e.g., the gain is approximately 38% for

L = 3 and 83% for L = 5 because the proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy utilizes the spatial processing capabilities at
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Fig. 3. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS
for an average receive SNR= 15dB at RS, G = 1, N = 4.
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Fig. 4. Average achievable sum rates versus average receive SNR at RS,
G = 1, N = 4, L = 4.

RS efficiently. U/MC:MMSE-SIC [22+24] performs similar

to MMSE-SIC [22] for L ≤ 3 and performs similar to

U/MC:MMSE [24] for L ≥ 4. Thus, the proposed S-UC/MC

transmit strategy significantly outperforms a straightforward

combination of spatial processing at RS and temporal pro-

cessing at the nodes.

Fig. 4 shows the average achievable sum rates versus

the average receive SNR at RS for the same scenario as

above considering L = 4 antennas at RS. The approaches

which are based on the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy

outperform all other approaches over the entire SNR range.

MMSE-SIC [22] benefits less from an increase of the average

receive SNR at RS than the other approaches because ran-

dom beamforming is considered at RS. The performance of

U/MC:ZF [24] improves compared to the U/MC:MMSE [24]

and MMSE-SIC [22] for increasing average SNRs because the

impact of the noise enhancement due to the spatial separation

of all signals at RS decreases.

Fig. 5 shows the average achievable sum rates versus

the number of antennas at RS for a scenario consisting

of G = 1 group with N = 10 single-antenna nodes.

For these simulations, we set the average receive SNR at

RS to 15dB. U/MC:ZF [24] starts from L = 10 antennas
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Fig. 5. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS
for an average receive SNR= 15dB at RS, G = 1, N = 10.

because L ≥ N antennas are required to spatially sepa-

rate all signals. For L = 2 antennas at RS, the proposed

relay transceive filter design has no advantage compared to

random beamforming because too many signals are simul-

taneously received at RS. Thus, MMSE-SIC [22] and the

proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy achieve similar average

sum rates. For an increasing number of antennas at RS, the

performance gain of the proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy

compared to MMSE-SIC [22] increases due to exploiting

the spatial processing capabilities at RS, e.g., the gain is

approximately 17% for L = 5 and 53% for L = 10.

The performance gain of the proposed S-UC/MC transmit

strategy compared to U/MC:MMSE [24] decreases for an

increasing number of antennas at RS because the relative gain

of efficiently exploiting temporal receive processing at the

nodes decreases, e.g., the gain is approximately 81% for L = 9
and 31% for L = 12. U/MC:MMSE-SIC [22+24] achieves

data rates in between MMSE-SIC [22] and U/MC:MMSE [24]

for L < 10 because the linear dependencies between the

retransmitted signals are higher compared to MMSE-SIC [22].

For L ≥ 10, U/MC:MMSE-SIC [22+24] performs similar

to U/MC:MMSE [24]. The performance gain of the pro-

posed S-UC/MC transmit strategy is significant compared to

U/MC:MMSE-SIC [22+24] which is based on a straightfor-

ward combination of spatial and temporal processing.

B. Multi-Group Multi-Way Scenario

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the average achievable sum rates

versus the number of antennas at RS for a scenario consisting

of G = 2 groups with N = 3 and N = 5 single antenna

nodes, respectively. For these simulations, the average receive

SNR at RS is 15dB and the approach of [22] is not considered

because this approach does not enable a spatial separation of

multiple groups. U/MC:ZF [24] requires L ≥ 6 or L ≥ 10
antennas at RS to spatially separate the received signals in

case of N = 3 or N = 5 nodes per group, respectively. The

proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy outperforms all other

approaches. In detail, the performance gain of the proposed

S-UC/MC transmit strategy compared to U/MC:MMSE [24]

decreases for increasing the number of antennas at RS, e.g.,
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Fig. 6. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS
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Fig. 7. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS
for an average receive SNR= 15dB at RS, G = 2, N = 5.

in case of N = 3 the gain is approximately 44% for L = 5
and 13% for L = 8. The performance gain of the proposed

S-UC/MC transmit strategy compared to U/MC:MMSE [24]

increases for increasing the number N of nodes per group

because the temporal processing gain at the nodes increases

due to increasing the number of BC phases, e.g., in case of

N = 5 the gain is approximately 51% for L = 8.

C. TDMA versus Spatial Separation

Up to now, we have only considered spatial separation of

multiple groups. However, orthogonal multiple access schemes

like TDMA can also be used to separate the communications

of multiple groups. Thus, we compare the performance of

considering spatial separation with the performance of con-

sidering TDMA to separate multiple groups in the following.

Fig. 8 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the

number of antennas at RS for a scenario consisting of G = 2
groups with N = 4 single antenna nodes. For the simulations,

the average receive SNR at RS is 15dB. The approach of

[22] is considered using TDMA to separate the communi-

cations of the two groups, MMSE-SIC (TDMA) [22]. For

our proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy, we consider two

different approaches to separate the communications of the
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Fig. 8. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS
for an average receive SNR= 15dB at RS, G = 2, N = 4.

two groups. First, we consider spatial separation of the groups

using the proposed relay transceive filter design. Secondly,

we consider TDMA to separate the communications of both

groups. The spatial separation and the TDMA approach

are termed S-UC/MC and S-UC/MC (TDMA), respectively.

The S-UC/MC (TDMA) approach outperforms the other ap-

proaches for L < K . For L > (G − 1)N + 2 = N + 2, the

proposed S-UC/MC transmit strategy with spatial separation

outperforms MMSE-SIC (TDMA) [22] and for L ≥ K it per-

forms better than the proposed S-UC/MC (TDMA) approach.

To summarize, with L < K antennas at RS, it is better to

separate different groups in time to zero-force the inter-group

interferences. For L ≥ K antennas at RS, the groups can be

well separated in space. Thus, a time division is not required

and higher data rates can be achieved if the nodes transmit

simultaneously.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a superimposed uni-/multicasting trans-

mit strategy for non-regenerative multi-group multi-way relay-

ing which efficiently combines spatial transceive processing

at RS and joint temporal receive processing at the nodes.

To enable an efficient combination, we have proposed to

exploit ANC. Thus, we have proposed to retransmit spatially

processed linear combinations of all received signals in each

BC phase such that the spatial processing capabilities at RS

are utilized efficiently and the temporal processing capabilities

at the nodes can be exploited to recover the individual signals.

Furthermore, for the spatial processing at RS, we have derived

an MMSE based closed-form solution for an ANC aware

relay transceive filter. Additionally, we have presented low-

complexity approaches to determine a UC/MC decoding order

and to select the UC and the MC signals. By numerical

results, we have shown that the proposed transmit strategy

significantly outperforms existing approaches.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, derivations for the relay transceive filter

design of Section IV are presented. From the Lagrangian
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function (19), the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions can

be derived:

∂L

∂Gt
=

K∑

l=1

∂F (Gt, αt, t, l)

∂Gt
− η G∗

tΥ
T = 0, (33a)

∂L

∂αt
=

K∑

l=1

∂F (Gt, αt, t, l)

∂αt
= 0, (33b)

η
(
tr
(
GtΥGH

t

)
− PRS

)
= 0, (33c)

where

∂F (Gt, αt, t, l)

∂Gt
=− αtdl,thlh

T
k PMS

+ |αt|
2|dl,t|

2hlh
H
l G

∗
tΥ

(k)T

+ |αt|
2|dl,t|

2hlh
H
l G

∗
tΥ

(ot)
T

+ |αt|
2|dl,t|

2hlh
H
l G

∗
tσ

2
n,RS, (34)

and

∂F (Gt, αt, t, l)

∂αt
=− dl,th

T
l GthkPMS

+ α∗
t |dl,t|

2hT
l GtΥ

(k)GH
t h

∗
l

+ α∗
t |dl,t|

2hT
l GtΥ

(ot)GH
t h

∗
l

+ α∗
t |dl,t|

2
(
hT
l GtG

H
t h

∗
l σ

2
n,RS + σ2

n

)
.

(35)

Using the second KKT condition, we can write α∗
t as

α∗
t =

∑K
l=1 dl,th

T
l GthkPMS∑K

l=1 bl,t
, (36)

where

bl,t =|dl,t|
2hT

l GtΥ
(k)GH

t h
∗
l + |dl,t|

2hT
l GtΥ

(ot)GH
t h

∗
l

+ |dl,t|
2
(
hT
l GtG

H
t h

∗
l σ

2
n,RS + σ2

n

)
. (37)

Now, αt can be inserted in the first KKT condition (33a).

Afterwards, the condition can be multiplied by GT and the

trace operator can be applied. Furthermore, the transpose

operation and some algebraic manipulations can be performed,

yielding

η(tr(GtΥGH
t ) = −|αt|

2σ2
n

K∑

l=1

|dl,t|
2. (38)

Considering the predefined receive filters at the nodes with

|dl,t|
2 = 1 and using the third KKT condition (33c), we obtain

η = −
|αt|2Kσ2

n

PRS
. (39)
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